Abstract. In a hostile environment, it is important for avoiding the threat of ground radar and ground air defense missile. So, in the airlines planning process these are some factors to be studied carefully, such as the terrain, ground radar and anti-aircraft missiles and other factors. Firstly, it is important to construct the battle environment spatial modeling. The battle space is divided by grid-like space nodes. Then set the values of modes attributes in the space node, such as the terrain model, radar model and anti-aircraft missiles model. The probability of detection was calculated based on the positional relationship between the radar and radar aircraft, and anti-aircraft missile shot probability, etc. Then the fitness function of a space node was gotten. Finally, using the ant colony algorithm to search the optimal airline, generate best performance of the airline.
Introduction
Automatic airline generation, also known as airline planning, it refers to use of computer information processing capabilities, get a optimal possible flight path based on consideration of aircraft maneuverability, penetration probability, topography and flight time constraints from the starting point to a target point [1] . In recent years, the radar detection and missile attacking technology has become more advanced, increasingly sophisticated air defense system in modern warfare. The automatic generation is main way to improve aircraft operational effectiveness, implement an effective means of long-range precision strike [2] . About the technology of airline planning, scholars had a lot of research, such as literature [4] use the A* algorithm for three-dimensional route planning. This method can enhance planning speed, but in a complex environment it is more difficult to obtain the optimal route. So it cannot be effectively applied. The literature [5] adopted PSO route search in a two-dimensional environment, to convert a variety of threats into the ground radar detection model, and circumvent the treats, which can better handle the situation in real-time multi-threats airlines planning. The literature [6] proposed genetic algorithms to route search, it can achieve adaptive route planning in an uncertain battlefield environment, but when in a large-scale environments, it is easy to fall into local optimum, not to get the best route. The complex battlefield situation needs to be adjusted quickly. The literature [7] although has strong flexibility algorithm, but there are slow search speed, not so easy to fall into local optimum global optimum route problem. For solving the problems of basic ant colony algorithm, the paper improved it by optimizes the fitness function and the using of heuristic search direction.
Airline generation method
With the improvement of the performance in air defense systems, such as radar detection capability, air defense missile firing accuracy and anti-jamming capability are all rapidly increased. The aircrafts are facing increasingly serious threats. Combat aircraft must be carefully avoid ground threats for survival, in order to ensure the safety of arriving the attack points. The airline generation is using computer information processing capabilities, comprehensive consideration of the flight time, fuel consumption, radar, air defense missile threat under space flight safety and other factors. Airlines can be generated automatically premise guarantee the safety of aircraft penetration of flight. 
Airline automatic generation model
Airline planning has constructed models include space model, radar model, electronic interference model, anti-aircraft missiles and fuel consumption models shoot model. The spatial modeling refers to the scope of the search space during airlines planning. Before airlines planning, flight environment (terrain, ground threats, etc.) must be expressed as identification information in order to be understood by the software. For airline, the terrain is very important, the three-dimensional spatial airline planning dimensional mesh, each node in a spatial grid as an information space, each node can be expressed as , among them, xyz are three-dimensional grid coordinates for the location of information.
is grid properties flag. It expresses whether the plane can fly into this grid and or not, with 1's and 0's, such as the grid in the mountains inside, then represented by 0, completely cannot fly； is the probability of detection of radar and other sensors; is the probability of being hit by anti-aircraft missiles. When the environment information changed, such as anti-aircraft missile sites were destroyed, the corresponding parameter to be up to date in order to be able to apply the latest real-time route planning and environmental data. The size of the three-dimensional grid, also known as planning granularity space model, such as the grid 1×1×1( km) is smaller than 2×2×2 (km) spatial grid. Generally speaking, the more dense grid, the more accurate route planning output, but the greater the amount, there are more calculation; the other hand, should take into account the maneuverability of the aircraft, so that the current grid and any adjacent space lattice spatial relations conforms to the airplane maneuvering capabilities, spatial grid setting cannot be too dense. Airline planning model also contains the cost function for flight, the track can simply consider only the cost of ground radar detection probability and ground air defense missile fire probability, and the airline cost function calculation is divided into the following three steps:
Calculate the possibility of radar detection The radar is the main system to detect, identify and track air goals in long-range. It is the main air defense warning system. Radar equation describes the basic characteristics of the radar system of mathematical equations [8] .
（1）
Where, is radar transmitter pulse power; is the radar antenna gain; is the radar wavelength; is RCS; is Boltzmann's constant; orking noise temperature; Noise bandwidth; is Noise Figure; is the value of detecting input terminal minimum SNR required for detection； is the total loss coefficient. If taking into account the effects of electromagnetic interference, radar detection distances calculation [9] .
（2）
Where, adar jamming factor; is SIR; is the distance between the jammer and radar; is the jammer system losses; is the interference signal radar antenna polarization loss; ain on the radar jammer direction; adar antenna gain in the direction of the jammer. is the radar jammer angle error angle which is defined as a point jammer interference and jamming and radar connection; is the radar main lobe pointing angles and radar and jammer connection. Relationship in probability of detection, the distance between the radar and the target is as follows. （3）
Where, is probability of radar detection; is farthest distance radar detection; is the distance between the target and the radar.
Calculate the possibility of being shot The probability which the aircraft is being shot down by missiles is containing two parts [10] [11] [12] ; the target missile interception event is the event A, anti-aircraft guns to intercept the target event is the event B, combined with anti-aircraft missile and artillery firing system can be expressed. The probability is at least one anti-aircraft guns and missiles weapons to shoot down targets. Taking into account the timing and target shooting distribution, combined with air defense missile and artillery systems firing probability is ； （4）
（5）
Where, is the probability of Antiaircraft Missile Firing; is the antiaircraft fire probability; is the anti-aircraft missiles and anti-aircraft guns shooting at the same time the probability of; Air defense missile to intercept point desired event;
is the reaction time of anti-aircraft missiles;
is the projectile intercept flight to the desired point in time; is the antiaircraft gun system response time; is when anti-aircraft missiles to intercept corresponding to the average density of air strikes; is the antiaircraft interception system corresponding to the average density of air strikes.
The cost function For Airlines, the main consideration is to avoid the threat, so calculate the cost function is mainly considered threat radar and anti-aircraft missile threat, Route cost function is the largest airline in radar detection probability and probability plot to shoot down missiles: （6）
Where, is the probability shoot down missiles， is the radar detection probability.
Airlines planning based on ant colony algorithm
Ant colony algorithm During the search, the ants may use the cost of a small selection of local spatial grid to make the best track deviation. It may waste a lot of search event. Neural network training has been inspired by supervised learning methods, the introduction of the ideal output feedback, thus speeding up the learning speed of neural network, and make better track output close to the ideal. This paper introduces the deviation factor ，The off-angle feedback signals to the system as a search, speed up the search, but also easy to find the optimal solution, so heuristic information is used as follow: （7）
Where, k is parameter. In order to improve search efficiency of ants, establish a set of prior grids for searching in each spatial grid, the ants select next grid in this set. Establish of prior set is identify all spatial grid can fly around this grid are all set to prior search sets, and then to increase dynamically during operation ant colony algorithm based on the information on the concentration of each path reduce the number of search sets. This dynamic set of methods to establish the optimal search algorithm itself can benefit from ACO: pheromone concentration is not strong ant path is not easy to select. Also according to the distance and a spatial grid surrounding nodes are sorted using a fixed number of space grid method vicinity.
Algorithm implementation
Step 1: Spatial grid initialization information, optimal search space lattice initialize collection;
Step 2: Pheromone spatial grid initialization information on an initial matrix;
Step 3: The M ants set in space grid starting point;
Step 4: According to and prior search set, move ant to spatial grid until all the ants reach the target point;
Step 5: Each ant computing airline cost function, recording the best performance of the current airline;
Step 6: Using the pheromone updating spatial grid along the airline biological pheromone strength;
Step 7: Repeat steps 2-5 until more than a predetermined number of iterations.
The example analysis
Suppose route planning space is the 100 km long, 100 km wide, 20 km height range, the range is divided into three-dimensional spatial lattice space of 100 × 100 × 20, the mission area has a total of 200 000 grid space. According to the three-dimensional spatial grid terrain data, set the value of , calculated the values of and for each grid based on the deployment of missile and radar positions deployment. Airlines automatically generated according to the above algorithm.
Conclusions
In order to quickly generate airline which can evade radar, ground missiles Air, some models were constructed, such as three-dimensional modeling of the battlefield environment. Then mark the radar and the air defense missile power, using the automatic generation method based on ant colony algorithm to generate comprehensive performance optimum airline. Finally after validate and analysis this method by example, it is proved that this method is reliable and effective.
